
03058: "songs heard still in the university gym but then very much traveling 

around  again  in  myrthe's  place  in  utrecht  and  as  well  as  listening  to  my 

subconscious spontaneous arising of songs although once again that caused me much 

distress and i am now limiting to treat also the subconscious as other"

17031:  "still  unemployed  living  between  the  countryside  and  the  suburbs  if 

stockholm observing the clouds and again detecting horses and fishes but also this 

time angels and naked females as well as birds and dinosaurs even a few shooting 

guns and tanks"

13074: "shooting quite much around boston and mostly in new york avoiding a bit the 

actual city and at last ending mostly in central park finding quite a nice 

environment there with gothic like landscapes and eventually walking also with 

jason but not really filming much in places i have already explored particularly 

brooklin with my son with whom i took a nice walk with myrthe on his first visit 

here taking shots of nice sceneraies on the ridge in the south part of stockholm 

and then in the suburbs yet still being quite modest not to interrupt the flow 

with others"

15038: "starting the period in america with a quite nice air in a much colder 

boston but then going down to jason in brooklin and ending up in the much polluted 

southern part of manhattan with much traffic and finally escaping to central park 

and prospect park to catch some cleaner air and later going back to cambrindge and 

much cleaner sweden experiencing pollution only at major crossings"

01113:  "a  day  started  in  the  states  doing  some  domestic  work  at  panagiotis 

apartment in cambridge like cooking and laundry but mostly being on the road and 

in fact being quite homey in jason's apartment in brooklin to then go back to 

sweden and doing much cleaning work in the house before myrthe's first visit to 

stockholm  and  really  almost  not  photographing  and  doing  barely  nothing  to 

photograph with her august around but just taking a sort of a sabath and enjoying 

our love together to then teach a few classes with allot of electronic stuff show 

to three goups of students and regaining my active mood with drawings but also 

much cleaning in liselott apartment before coming to visit myrthe again in utrecht 

and taking it super easy after a period of stress"

04038: "a quite happy period first in the states and then with my students and 

myrthe coming over spending a beautiful first weekend together with august here in 

stockholm and be most happy but then feeling rather down in the following week 

getting quite oppressed with work and actually very totally stressed but luckily 

going soon back to meet myrthe in utrecht and there feeling very relaxed"

02113:  "a  period  of  much  travelling  and  not  so  much  dreaming  with  all  the 

temporary staying in america and the jet-lag and quite a bit of stress finally 

getting far more relaxed back home with myrthe coming to visit me and particularly 

me going to visit her and having most beautiful dreams but particularly very



erotic ones with her after making up all the sleeping and letting go to all the 

stress around us concentrating on the two of us and making much love and just 

falling asleep right after also dreaming while with august but then watching 

involuntary  a  movie  that  turned  out  to  be  a  horror  stuff  which  caused  much 

disturbance and we had to interrupt"

16049: "most uncertain weather now coming back from the states and being in 

europe with few days of not so severe rain both in sweden and the netherlands and 

generally a rather coldish and unstable sunny weather with often nice beginnings 

and cloudy ends experiencing also a bit of the first storms due to the high 

current which has at last brought a bit of summer feeling"

18045: "a restless wind with the changing of the season at times getting really 

powerful like in my day of departure from cambridge and then being back in sweden 

spending quite much time outside like during myrthe first visit there kissing on 

the heading rock of a small island and then also being in utrecht with her and at 

times  experiencing  almost  no  wind  but  mostly  always  some  wind  even  though 

generally not so powerful"

12069: "news read a bit scattered while traveling but mostly concerned with a bit 

of a phobia on factory fires and collapse like the one in bangladesh and china 

killing hundreds this aside for the on-going turbulence in islamic countries" 

05048: "a huge amount of walking first much around stockholm with myrthe coming 

here for the first time and meeting august but also with a group of international 

students which i took around the old city and beyond around the big royal island 

taking also august and then also being in utrecht walking much with myrthe and 

even in amsterdam south also walking much in the middle of the summer night with 

the nordic light to get the train to the airport"

09042: "still quite scattered recording with much social happenings but managing at 

times to be alone particularly at a conference in berlin walking lonely in 

tiergarten or back at night but then also recording while walking to take the bus 

to the airport in the middle of the summer night to reach my dutch girlfriend 

myrthe  who  gave  me  some  positivity  which  was  later  poisoned  but  much 

dissatisfaction  due  to  my  teaching  at  work  with  some  students  cuting  me  off 

because of open mindness and consequetly losing the possibility to teach and 

giving me quite some thoughts which i recorded also walking back and forth picking 

my  kid  and  deciding  again  to  become  stoic  and  spend  little  money  to  stay 

autonomous as much as i can"

13075: "walking and thus filming around the city in my neighborhood with my son but 

then also much walking in the netherlands and spain with myrthe with who i have 

walked very much and this time had very little refrain to film allot thus 

creating a nice account of our explorations through utrecht, south amsterdam, 

madrid and toledo, all around places with a certain historical interest and very



appealing aside for the camera which is a bit too heavy and has a tendency of 

going out of focus"

07030:  "very  scattered  painting  after  hanging  the  canvas  with  a  new  system 

blocked by screws perpendicularly on my equipment shelf finishing my painting with 

my kid asleep and me also experimenting by rotating the canvas in order to do the 

finishing in various curves i cannot reach otherwise and having the painting 

rather simplified"

15039: "for some time in madrid with myrthe doing much walking around the city 

and at times getting a bit of pollution particularly crossing the big roads of the 

spanish capitol but then back in sweden breathing cleaner air despite the factory 

polution in my neighborhood coming towards my apartment or the city according to 

the wind while walking with my kid but also experiencing very clean air with a 

long bus strike going all under my room now that i am sleeping where lamin used to 

sleep"

04039: "feeling great around myrthe and with parents reunited in madrid but then 

leaving again for sweden and being less happy despite some nice days spent with 

august and then jacek till finally being left alone for midsummer having also 

kicked lamin out and being most miserable also being the time away from my myrthe 

too long and having troubles to communicate with her till at last i made her to 

her place recovering my good mood even though jason came from an exhibition in 

paris  and  i  started  feeling  poisoned  about  all  the  political  trend  in  art 

excluding works like mine"


